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1. INTRODUCTION
By a number field, we always mean an extension over the rationals Q of
finite degree. For a finite extension LK of a number field K , one says
Ž .  that it has a relative power integral basis PIB for short when O O L K
Ž . Žfor some O . Here, O resp. O is the ring of integers of L resp.L L K
.K . We have several results on the existence or the nonexistence of PIB
for LK when K Q and LK is abelian, or when both K and L are
Žcertain ray class fields of an imaginary quadratic field 2; 5; 8; 13, pp.
 .8081 , etc. . Except for those investigations, we have few results on PIB.
Ž .The purpose of this paper is to give 1 a proof of the following theorem
Ž . Ž .on PIB Section 2 and 2 several assertions related to this theorem
Ž .Section 3 .
Let p be a fixed prime number and K a number field containing a
primitive pth root of unity. We fix a primitive pth root  of unity and putp
   1. We denote by E the group of units of K. We say that anp K
extension of a number field is ‘‘unramified’’ when it is unramified at all
finite prime divisors.
Ž .THEOREM 1 Kawamoto, Suwa, and the author . Under the aboe set-
Ž .ting, let LK be a cyclic extension of degree p and GGal LK . Then, the
following two conditions are equialent.
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Ž .  I The extension LK is unramified, and O O  for someL K
O satisfyingL
   O for some G.p K
Ž . Ž 1 p.II We hae L K  for some unit  E satisfyingK
 u p mod p for some uO . 1Ž .K
ŽWe obtain the following corollaries immediately from Theorem 1 and
.Remark 1 below .
COROLLARY 1. Let p and K be as aboe. Then, an unramified cyclic
Ž 1 p.extension LK of degree p has a PIB if L K  for some unit  E .K
COROLLARY 2. Let p 2. An unramified quadratic extension LK has a
Ž 12 .PIB if and only if L K  for some unit  E .K
Ž Remark 1. For a unit  E , it is known cf. Washington 16, pp.K
. Ž 1 p. Ž .182183 that K  K is unramified if and only if  satisfies 1 .
Remark 2. Let LK be an unramified cyclic extension of degree p.
 When p 2, it follows from a theorem of Artin 1 that LK has a
relative integral basis, i.e., O is free over O . When p 2, it also followsL K
  Ž 12 .from 1 that LK has a relative integral basis if and only if L K 
Ž    .for some  E see also Mann 12 or Frohlich 6 .¨K
Remark 3. Theorem 1 was proved independently by the above three by
Ž .methods different from each other. The author uses i some fundamental
Ž .facts of algebraic number theory and ii a modification of an argument of
 Childs 4 on normal integral bases. Fuminori Kawamoto uses Okutsu’s
 theory of ‘‘divisor polynomials,’’ which is found in Okutsu 14 and also in
 Kawamoto 11 . Noriyuki Suwa uses the ‘‘unified theory’’ for Kummer and
 ArtinSchreier extensions established by Sekiguchi and Suwa 15 . The
author hopes that they will publish their papers explaining their methods.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We use the same notation as in Section 1. To prove Theorem 1, we need
the following well known lemma.
Ž  .LEMMA 1 cf. Iyanaga 10, p. 457 . Let Ek be a finite extension of a
Ž .number field k, and  an element of O with E k  . Define an ideal E 
of E by
  4  O  O  , 	O . E k E
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Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Then, we hae 
  , Ek  
 Ek   . Here, 
  , Ek is the different
Ž .of  , and 
 Ek is the different of Ek.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of I  II . Let  and  be as in the condition I . We put
u     O and  u  .Ž .p K
We see that
 u   1  u        .Ž . Ž .p p
Ž Ž ..On the other hand, we have 
  , LK O from Lemma 1 becauseL
 LK is unramified and O O  . Therefore, we obtain  E . WeL K L
see that
 u   u  u      .Ž .p p
p Ž 1 p. p pHence, we obtain    E and L K  . Further,  u modK
p1Ž . Ž .since  u  and p   .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof of II  I . Let  and u be as in the condition II . Put
  1 p, and choose the generator  of G so that   . We see thatp
p p p Ž . Ž . u mod because   u mod and  1   for all primi-
tive pth roots  of unity. Hence, we can write  u  for some
O . Then, by using   , we easily obtainL p
    u and hence,    O .p p K
From the above, we obtain inductively
 i 1i p     E 1	 i	 p 1 ,Ž .L  1p
Ž Ž ..and hence, 
  , LK O . Therefore, by lemma 1, we see that LKL
 is unramified and that O O  .L K
Remark 4. The referee kindly informed the author of a variant of the
above proof of Theorem 1, which is as follows. It uses a fundamental fact
 on Galois extensions of commutative rings given by Chase et al. 3 and
Ž . Ž .does not use Lemma 1. In the proof of I  II , we can show that
 Ž .  Ž .    is a unit of L from I and 3, Theorem 1.3 f without using
Ž . Ž .  Lemma 1. In the proof of II  I , we can show O O  usingL K
   E and the above mentioned theorem.L
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3. PROPOSITIONS
One says that a finite Galois extension LK of a number field K has a
Ž . Žrelative normal integral basis NIB for short when O is free of rankL
.  Ž .  one over the group ring O Gal LK . In 4 , Childs proved the follow-K
ing theorem.
Ž .THEOREM 2 4, Theorem B . Let p be a prime number, K a number field
with   K , and LK a cyclic extension of degree p. Then, LK isp
Ž 1 p.unramified and has a NIB if and only if L K  for some unit  EK
satisfying
 1 mod  p . 2Ž .
From Theorems 1 and 2, we immediately obtain the following corollary.
COROLLARY 3. Let p and K be as in Theorem 2. Then, an unramified
cyclic extension LK of degree p has a PIB if it has a NIB.
Let p be a fixed prime number and K a number field with   K. Forp
  Ž . p any element  K ,  denotes the class in K  K represented by
Ž . Ž . Ž . . In view of Theorems 1 and 2, we define subgroups H K , E K , N K
 Ž . pof K  K as follows.
p  1 p H K    K  K  K  K is unramified .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4
p p E K  H K 
 E K  KŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .K
p p     E K  K   E and satisfies 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5K K
  1 pN K    H K  K  K has a NIB 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
p p     E K  K   E and satisfies 2 .Ž . Ž . Ž .½ 5K K
Ž .Here, the second equality for E K holds because of the fact in Remark 1.
Ž . Ž .  We also denote by P K the subset of H K consisting of classes 
Ž Ž .. Ž 1 p. H K for which K  K has a PIB. We have inclusions
N K  E K P K  H K .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
We give several assertions on the above inclusions.
Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 1. Assume that the prime ideal     1 of Q  isp p
Ž . Ž .unramified in K. Then, we hae E K  N K .
In what follows, we let p be a fixed odd prime number and K a
Ž Ž ..CM-field with   K. For a group X associated to K e.g., X H K ,p
we decompose it as X X X by the action of the complex conjuga-
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Ž .  4 Ž tion. We have N K  0 by a theorem on units of CM-fields cf. 16,
. Ž . Ž .Theorem 4.12 . Hence N K  N K .
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that p does not diide the class number h
Ž .  Ž . Ž .h K of the maximal real subfield K of K. Then, we hae H K  H K
Ž . E K . In particular, eery unramified cyclic extension oer K of degree p
has a PIB.
The following assertion follows immediately from Propositions 1 and 2.
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that p does not diide h and that the prime
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ideal     1 of Q  is unramified in K. Then, we hae H K p p
Ž .N K . Namely, eery unramified cyclic extension oer K of degree p has a
NIB.
PROPOSITION 4. Let p 3. For an integer a with a 0,2, we put
3 ' ' 'Ž . Ž . Ž .DD  3 4a  27 , KQ D ,  3 , and  27 3 D 2. As-a
   Ž . 3sume that D is square free. Then, the class  in K  K is a nontriial
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .element of H K 
P K resp. H K 
P K when D 0 resp. D 0 .
 Remark 5. In the previous paper 9, Example 2 , we gave several
Ž . Ž .examples with E K  N K .
' 'Ž . Ž .Remark 6. 1 Let p 3 and KQ D ,  3 with D Z. Then,
Ž . Ž . Ž .we have E K  N K by Proposition 1. 2 Under the setting of
Proposition 4, assume that DD is positive and square free. Let r bea a
'Ž . Ž .the 3-rank of the ideal class group of Q  3D , and P K the
Ž . Ž . Ž .subgroup of H K generated by H K 
P K . In the range1	 a 30,
D satisfies the assumptions and 3  h when a 8, 10, 17, 22, 25, 29. Fora
Ž .  4   Ž .these six a’s, we have E K  0 . For a 10, we have   E K and
Ž . Ž . Ž .r  1, hence H K P K  E K . Here, the first equality followsa
Ž Ž . .from r  1 and the Kummer duality see the formula 3 in Section 4 .a
  Ž . Ž . Ž .For other five a’s, we have   E K and r  2 , and hence P Ka
Ž . E K .
4. PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS 1 AND 2
Ž .Proof of Proposition 1. Let  be a unit of K satisfying the condition 1 .
Namely,  u p mod p for some uO . From the assumption, we seeK
that un 1 mod for some n with p n. Replacing  by  n, we see that
n p p Ž . Ž p1. Ž . Ž . u  1 mod since p   . Hence, we obtain E K  N K .
Proof of Proposition 2. Let HK be the maximal unramified abelian
Ž .extension over K of exponent p, and Gal HK . The complex
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conjugation  of K acts on  in the usual way. The Kummer pairing
11 p² :    H K   ,  ,    ,   Ž . Ž . Ž .p
is nondegenerate and satisfies
 1      ² : ² : ² : ,    ,    ,  .
From this, we obtain the duality
 	H K Hom  ,  . 3Ž . Ž .Ž .p
Let A A be the Sylow p-subgroup of the ideal class group of K. ByK
class field theory, we have a canonical isomorphism  AA p compatible
  4 with the action of . Hence, we obtain   0 since p h . Therefore,
Ž .  4 Ž . Ž . Ž .we see that H K  0 and H K  H K from 3 . For each element
  Ž . p Ž . of H K , there exists an ideal U of K such that U   . By
 mapping  to the ideal class of U, we obtain an exact sequence
0 E K  H K  A ,Ž . Ž .
Ž .which is compatible with the action of . Therefore, we obtain H K 
  Ž . Ž .H K  E K as p h .
5. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4
We fix an integer a with a 0,2, and use the same notation as in
Proposition 4. We put
13' 'KQ D ,  3 and L K Ž .Ž .
with
3 'D 3 4a  27 and  27 3 D 2.Ž . Ž .
It suffices to prove that LK is unramified and has a PIB.
We put
f f X  X 3 aX 1.Ž .a
Ž . Ž .As is easily seen, f X is irreducible as a 0,2. The discriminant d f
Ž .of f X is
d d f  4a3 27 D3.Ž . Ž .
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Ž .Let   ,  ,  be the roots of f X . Put1 2 3
'kQ d , HQ  ,  ,   k  .Ž . Ž .Ž . 1 2 3
By the assumption of the proposition, d is square free. Therefore, we see
Ž .that Gal HQ  S , the symmetric group, and that Hk is unramified by3
 Yamamura 17, Proposition . We also see that L KH by the old formula
Ž .for the roots of f X . Therefore, O O O by a fact on rings ofL K H
Ž  .integers cf. Frohlich and Taylor 7, pp. 124125 . Hence, it suffices to¨
prove the following:
LEMMA 2. Under the aboe setting, the unramified extension Hk has a
PIB.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let dl  l be the prime decomposition of1 r
d where the l ’s are prime numbers different from each other. As d isi
square free, we must have
2f X  X b X c mod lŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i
with b  c mod l . Choose integers b and c so thati i i
b b mod l and c c mod l 1	 i	 r .Ž .i ii i
We put
2 ' 2 a  3 2 abc  dŽ .
 and prove that O O  .H k
Ž .From the above congruence for f X , we see that
2 a b c  3 mod d ,Ž .
and that
'd             b  c . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž . 1 2 2 3 3 1
From the above, it follows that
2 a b c  3  2 b c  bcŽ . Ž .
  2 a' 'd d
is an integer of H. Let  be the automorphism of H over k sending
  to  . Then, we have1 2
 '      2 a     3  d 4Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
'    2 a  3  d . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 3
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On the other hand,
        2       Ž . Ž . Ž .3 1 3 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
 2 3 1   2 a  3  .Ž .Ž .3 3 3 3
Ž .We see that  is a unit of H since the constant term of f X is 1.3
Ž  . Ž . Ž .Therefore, we obtain   O from 4 and 5 . From this andH
 Lemma 1, it follows that O O  as desired.H k
Remark 7. We first showed that O is freely generated by 1,  , andH
2 'Ž Ž . .  b c  bc  d over O by using Okutsu’s theory mentionedk
in Remark 3. We found the  in the above proof from this.
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